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THE CHECKUP

How Children Read Differently From Books vs. Screens
Scrolling may work for social media, but experts say that for school assignments, kids learn better if they slow down their reading.

By Perri Klass, M.D.

March 16, 2021

In this pandemic year, parents have been watching — often anxiously — their children’s increasing reliance on screens for every aspect of
their education. It can feel as if there’s no turning back to the time when learning involved hitting the actual books.

But the format children read in can make a difference in terms of how they absorb information.

Naomi Baron, who is professor emerita of linguistics at American University and author of a new book, “How We Read Now: Strategic
Choices for Print, Screen and Audio,” said, “there are two components, the physical medium and the mind-set we bring to reading on that
medium — and everything else sort of follows from that.”

Because we use screens for social purposes and for amusement, we all — adults and children — get used to absorbing online material,
much of which was designed to be read quickly and casually, without much effort. And then we tend to use that same approach to on-
screen reading with harder material that we need to learn from, to slow down with, to absorb more carefully. A result can be that we don’t
give that material the right kind of attention.

For early readers
With younger children, Professor Baron said, it makes sense to stick with print to the extent that it is possible. (Full disclosure: As the
national medical director of the program Reach Out and Read, I believe fervently in the value of reading print books to young children.)
Print, she said, makes it easier for parents and children to interact with language, questions and answers, what is called “dialogic reading.”
Further, many apps and e-books have too many distractions.

Dr. Jenny Radesky, a developmental behavioral pediatrician who is an assistant professor of pediatrics at Michigan Medicine C.S. Mott
Children’s Hospital in Ann Arbor, said that apps designed to teach reading in the early years of school rely on “gamification meant to keep
children engaged.” And though they do successfully teach core skills, she said, “what has been missing in remote schooling is the
classroom context, the teacher as meaning maker, to tie it all together, helping it be more meaningful to you, not just a bunch of curricular
components you’ve mastered.”

Any time that parents are able to engage with family reading time is good, using whatever medium works best for them, said Dr. Tiffany
Munzer, also a developmental behavioral pediatrician at Mott Children’s Hospital, who has studied how young children use e-books.
However, Dr. Munzer was the lead author on a 2019 study that found that parents and toddlers spoke less overall, and also spoke less
about the story when they were looking at electronic books compared with print books, and another study that showed less social back-
and-forth — the toddlers were more likely to be using the screens by themselves.

“There are some electronic books that are designed really well,” Dr. Munzer said, pointing to a study of one book (designed by PBS) that
included a character who guided parents in engaging their children around the story. “On the other hand, there’s research that suggests
that a lot of what you find in the most popular apps have all these visually salient features which distracts from the core content and
makes it harder for kids to glean the content, harder for parents to have really rich dialogue.”

Still, she said, it’s not fair to expect parents to navigate this technology — it should be the job of the software developers to design
electronic books that encourage language and interactions, tailored to a child’s developmental level.

With preschoolers as opposed to toddlers, Professor Baron said, “there are now beginning to be some smarter designs where the
components of the book or the app help further the story line or encourage dialogic reading — that’s now part of the discussion.”

Dr. Radesky, who was involved in the research projects with Dr. Munzer, talked about the importance of helping children master reading
that goes beyond specific remembered details — words or characters or events — so a child is “able to integrate knowledge gained from
the story with life experience.” And again, she said, that isn’t what is stressed in digital design. “Stuff that makes you think, makes you
slow down and process things deeply, doesn’t sell, doesn’t get the most clicks,” she said.
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Parents can help with this when their children are young, Dr. Radesky said, by discussing the story and asking the questions that help
children draw those connections.

For school-age kids
“When kids enter digital spaces, they have access to an infinite number of platforms and websites in addition to those e-books you’re
supposed to be reading,” Dr. Radesky said. “We’ve all been on the ground helping our kids through remote learning and watching them not
be able to resist opening up that tab that’s less demanding.”

“All through the fall I was constantly helping families manage getting their child off YouTube,” Dr. Radesky said. “They’re bored, it’s easy
to open up a browser window,” as adults know all too well. “I’m concerned that during remote learning, kids have learned to orient toward
devices with this very skimmy partial attention.”

Professor Baron said that in an ideal world, children would learn “how to read contiguous text for enjoyment, how to stop, how to reflect.”

In elementary school, she said, there’s an opportunity to start a conversation about the advantages of the different media: “It goes for
print, goes for a digital screen, goes for audio, goes for video, they all have their uses — we need to make kids aware that not all media are
best suited to all purposes.” Children can experiment with reading digitally and in print, and can be encouraged to talk about what they
perceived and what they enjoyed.

Dr. Radesky talked about helping children develop what she called “metacognition,” in which they ask themselves questions like, “how
does my brain feel, what does this do to my attention span?” Starting around the age of 8 to 10, she said, children are developing the skills
to understand how they stay on task and how they get distracted. “Kids recognize when the classroom gets too busy; we want them to
recognize when you go into a really busy digital space,” she said.

For older readers
In experiments with middle school and university students asked to read a passage and then be tested on it, Professor Baron said, there is
a mismatch between how they feel they learn and how they actually perform.

Students who think they read better — or more efficiently — on the screen will still do better on the test if they have read the passage on
the page. And college students who print out articles, she said, tend to have higher grades and better test scores. There is also research to
suggest that university students who used authentic books, magazines or newspapers to write an essay wrote more sophisticated essays
than those just given printouts.

With complex text in any format, slowing down helps. Professor Baron said that parents can model this at home, sitting and relaxing over
a book, reading without rushing and perhaps generally de-emphasizing speed when it comes to learning. Teachers can be trained to help
students develop “deep reading, mindful, focusing on the text,” she said.

For example, students can be trained in digital annotation, highlighting but also making marginal notes, so that they have to slow down
and add their own words. “We’ve known that for years, we’ve done it with print, we have to realize that if you want to learn something
from a digital document, annotate,” she said.

There are also studies that suggest that reading comprehension is better onscreen when readers page down — that is, when they see a
page (or a screen) of text at a time, and then move to the next, rather than continuously scrolling through text.

Seeing information on the page may help a student see a book as something with a structure, rather than just text from which you grab
some quick information.

No one is going to take screens out of children’s lives, or out of their learning. But the more we exploit the rich possibilities of digital
reading, the more important it may be to encourage children to try out reading things in different ways, and to discuss what it feels like,
and perhaps to have adults reflect on their own reading habits. Reading on digital devices can motivate recalcitrant readers, Professor
Baron said, and there are many good reasons to do some of your reading on a screen.

But, of course, it’s a different experience.

“There’s a physicality,” Professor Baron said. “So many young people talk about the smell of books, talk about reading print as being ʻreal’
reading.”
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